Chapter 6
Oh Canada
Heavy rain pelts the windshield of Robert Goodfellow’s self-driving car as it rolls out of
Canada Forces Base Kingston and heads north to his emergency meeting with the Minister of Public
Safety at the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Headquarters in Ottawa. On a rainy morning
like this, Robert relishes sitting back and leaving the driving to GPS satellites and computers. A
contented member of the cybernetic generation, he has happily adopted the automated lifestyle.
Manually operating a vehicle is a skill he neither possesses nor seeks.
Mental labor not manual labor. Robert considers manual labor to be something done by
someone too unskilled to conceive a computerized or robotic method for accomplishing identical
tasks. He thinks his brain should be his only muscle regularly exercised. He does not consider
himself to be lazy, but to be smart.
‘Why do yourself what a computer and robot can do better for you?’ is his mantra for living
life. It is also the slogan he employs to sell his services and earn his rent and meal money. Robert is a
gig worker. Like the majority of today’s educated workers, he is a member of the freelance nation
where he contracts out his knowledge and skills to any organization willing to pay his rate for as long
as that organization is willing to pay. Since his gigs are primarily in the intelligence technology and
threat intelligence arena, he and his fellow gigging friends call themselves, programming prostitutes.
Besides finding driving unnecessary and boring work, by not driving for the next two hours,
he has time and freedom to nap and replace the sleep he lost last night. He always relishes a good
nap. Or, he could concentrate on deciphering last night’s late night summons from the panicked
Minister. He does not understand, and the Minister told him that he could not tell him, why the
Canadian Security Intelligence Service is so insistent on interviewing him. After all, he is nobody
important. He is just a Reserve officer completing his annual two weeks duty as the Operations
Officer with the Canadian Forces National Counter-Intelligence Unit Detachment in Kingston.
Essentially, Robert considers his Reserve duty as just another part-time, paying gig. He
enjoys his work for the military, although he does not enjoy the military. He is not a good soldier. He
abhors and avoids physical combat. He is a reluctant soldier, but excellent cyberwarrior and
manipulator of weaponized code.
Often, Robert intentionally forgets to salute and properly address his superior officers, as well
as regularly failing his physical fitness tests. Actually, he stays in reasonably good physical shape
and could easily pass his physical fitness tests if he tried. After all, he ran track in High School and at
the University. But, he enjoys how much his close-call failures exasperate his commander.
Transforming his commanding officer into a fiery-red, stuttering, spitting maniac is one of his joys. It
helps him pass the time. Inventing different methods for aggravating his superior officers is simply a
game he plays to ease his boredom. Robert asserts that he is a professional in the military, but neither
a military professional nor professional military.
So, the fretful recall from the Minister forces Robert to mentally review his recent actions for
possible reasons to be beckoned north. He does not recollect any major screw-ups during his
previous two weeks of Reserve duty. When you do not do much, you cannot mess up much, and he
had not had that much to do these preceding two weeks. After all, Canada is happily at peace. For
that reason, Robert considers that being yanked north cannot be good. It just is not routine.
Also, he does not understand why the Minister insisted that he wear only civilian clothes and
pack and bring all of his personal belongings. Or why the Minister routed Robert’s car travel to
Ottawa using isolated Highway 15 instead of the faster route of Highways 401 and 416. Highway 15
between Kingston and Ottawa is a mind numbing ride through mile after mile of uninhabited
Canadian wilderness. Only passing through the small town of Smiths Falls breaks the monotony, and
that is if you do not blink and miss it.

Robert dislikes small towns like Smiths Falls and shuns them, when possible. He is a blissful
member of the Metropolitan Generation. City born and city raised, he grows nervous and uneasy
when traveling outside of cities. He is comfortable in crowds, but suspicious and wary of rustics. He
would rather walk through the worst neighborhoods of Toronto than waste thirty minutes in a
country burg. Too many bad experiences haunt him from his brief sojourns in rural areas.
Although a nap is a welcome thought, he decides that under these strange circumstances and
since he is alone in the countryside he should stay alert. Fighting to keep from falling asleep, he
activates the car’s Canadian news network holograph.
Immediately the banner, BREAKING NEWS appears followed by a holograph of former US
Vice President Richard Chennai. Behind the holograph, a newscaster reports, “Former US Vice
President Richard Chennai was found dead from a heart attack at his home late last night. Officials
say they believe Chennai was killed by a computer hacker that gained control of his Bluetoothenabled pacemaker. The hacker made Chennai’s pacemaker increase his heart beat to more than
three hundred beats per minute. According to his doctor, his heart beat him to death.”
The newscaster is five minutes into reading a history of Chennai’s life when he halts for
another BREAKING NEWS announcement. A holograph of National Robot Association President
Pierre LeVayne flashes before Robert, as the newscaster reads, “National Robot Association
President Pierre LeVayne was found dead at his home early this morning. NRA President LeVayne
is best known for fighting against legislation designed to control robots and for repeatedly stating,
‘Robots don’t kill people – people kill people’. A police investigator, who wants to remain
anonymous, told this network that LeVayne was killed by his sex surrogate robot when its
mechanical penis punctured his large intestine and ruptured his anus, and that LeVayne and his robot
were still coupled when found. LeVayne’s doctor will only say that LeVayne died from internal
bleeding.”
“Coincidentally, today is the two year anniversary of the forty thousand US soldier increase
in the Nordic conflict, which critics declare led to the escalation of hostilities. The US actions have
been blamed for causing more than one hundred thousand civilian deaths. Both Chennai and
LeVayne were strong proponents of the US troop increase. Critics claim that the two men reaped
millions of dollars from their investments in US arms manufacturing companies, due to the US
escalation they promoted,” the newscaster announces before returning to reading a history of
Chennai’s life.
Robert recognizes the two attacks as being the work of cyberkillers operating through the
Internet of Things. Simple stuff, Robert thinks. No more difficult than operating his home’s
refrigerator from this car. He cannot believe Chennai and LeVayne left themselves so vulnerable.
They committed cyber suicide.
After discussing the life of Chennai and then the life of LeVayne, the newscaster switches to
international news. Robert notices that the international news consists of a recitation of the usual
long list of riots, rebellions, small conflicts and regional wars. Peace is as rare as water, these days.
Endless fire is scorching the earth. Years of increasing high heat and drought have created
water shortages and water wars; food shortages and land wars; and starvation and death on every
continent. Destitute and desperate, throughout the world, neighbor is hacking neighbor to death for a
scrap of bread. Hungry and hated, millions of homeless, starving climate refugees are migrating from
one killing field to another searching for reprieve in the rubble. No water. No food. No future. No
hope. Their living hells are ending only with their deaths.
Blood runs throughout the Middle East and Central Asia where genocide between bands and
clans of Sunnis and Shias rages. Terrorist gangs rule the spreading desert, now. Governments no
longer exist. When the crude oil market collapsed, so they could no longer subsidize their supporters,
the nations of Syria, Iraq, Yemen, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and the Emirates disappeared beneath the
shifting political sands. Intent on erasing the images of the despots and tyrants of their oppressed
past, the rebels are crushing every remnant of their ancient civilizations and former societies into
dust.

All of this slaughter has been occurring for so many years that Robert, like so many others,
has grown indifferent, adopting an attitude of “Who cares? We cannot do anything about them
anymore. No governments exist there any longer and they are determined to kill each other.”
But Robert’s ennui disappears when the newscaster begins discussing a bizarre number of
recent deaths of officials in Russia. According to the newscaster, three Russian generals and two
leading Russian politicians died earlier in the week due to suspicious cyber and robotic accidents
similar to the ones which killed Chennai and LeVayne, last night. As usual, the Russians are
releasing little information, other than the names of the men who died; General Vbrytsa, General
Pytki, General Porochnyy, former Minister of Internal Security Glupyy Dura and former Minister of
Russian Defense Ochen Bezumnyy. Russian officials are blaming the US, calling it retaliation for the
five men’s leadership of Russia’s successful defense against US aggression during the Nordic War.
Yesterday, Russia’s President Ubiytsa Strana stated that he believes the US is directly responsible for
the deaths and vowed to hunt down the assassins and avenge his countrymen’s deaths, swearing that
there is no country, including the US, where they can hide or are safe.
The newscaster is discussing possible connections between the Russian deaths and the US
deaths and the two year Nordic War escalation anniversary when Robert’s car parks itself in front of
the triangle shaped Canadian Security Intelligence Service Headquarters. Two armed soldiers
quickly approach his car. Having never before been at the headquarters, Robert nervously freezes in
his seat, wondering if his car parked itself in a secure zone or violated some other rule.
One of the soldiers knocks on the car window, “Major Goodfellow? Please come with us.
Minister Wilson is waiting for you.”
The two soldiers swiftly usher Robert into a bio-integrated transmitter and electronic tattoo
removal and decontamination station. “Sir, we must search you for any possible micro-transmitters
sewn within your clothing or internally or externally attached to your body. Please remove all of
your clothes and place them on this analysis table. After you remove your clothes, I need for you to
step into this body scanner, so our security technician can examine you for the presence of internal
bio-integrated transmitters and external electronic tattoos. After we scan your body, we need for you
to walk through our static electricity salt shower. Then we will provide you with clothing for your
meeting with the Minister,” the Sergeant instructs Robert.
Although embarrassed, Robert complies with the Sergeant’s directions. The body scanner
locates only his authorized electronic bio-info tattoo, which the technician dissolves with a burning
laser shot. Still smarting from his painful tattoo erasure, he finds the static electricity shower rather
ticklish and fun. He is reluctant to end it, especially since his new clothing consists of hospital-type
scrubs and slippers. Once dressed, the soldiers escort him through the security posts and the maze of
corridors into a secure Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility deep inside the building where
Minister Wilson waits, pacing nervously.
“Major Goodfellow reporting, sir.” Standing at attention in his hospital scrubs and slippers,
Robert semi-salutes. He feels ridiculous.
“At ease Major. Take a seat. We need to talk and we don’t have much time,” Minister Wilson
continues pacing. “You worked with the Cyber Defense Group during the Nordic War, did you not?”
“Yes sir, I was one of what they called neurotypicals assigned to mentor and support a high
functioning autistic US cyberwarrior named Corporal Jay Hawk. He could program robotic weapons
and drones faster than anybody I have ever seen. I thought that I was a good programmer until I met
him. I just…” Robert hesitates and then asks, “Why sir?”
“Have you heard about the deaths of the officials in the US and Russia, Major?”
Minister Wilson taps the top of his desk in front of Robert so that a Top Secret labeled screen
displays before he can respond, “Well there is a lot more to the story. The deaths in Russia and the
US are just the beginning. Just the big names. The US and Russia are charging head first into a full
blown cyberwar and possibly a shooting war, and as usual, the US is dragging us into it with them.”
Wilson reaches out and places his finger on a visual, “Your Corporal Hawk is dead. He was
assassinated in his apartment last night. Not certain if robots were involved with him. Police found
him with his throat crushed. US Society Security investigators suspect Russians. They suspect
Russians murdered the others too.”

“The others sir?” Robert starts flipping through the visuals on the screen.
“Yes, the others.” Minister Wilson rubs the back of his neck. “Whoever did the killings was
prepared, ready and in place. Twenty one Americans who worked in the Cyber Defense Group died
last night. We’re just damn glad that you weren’t one of them. In fact we were surprised, very
happily surprised I might add, when you answered last night. My guess is that being on our Kingston
base may have saved you. Or maybe it’s because you’re Canadian and they don’t know about you.
That’s why we had you travel Highway 15 by yourself in your unmarked car. I also imagine that you
didn’t know we had two Reaper drones shadowing you your entire trip, either. We didn’t want to
draw any additional attention to you. But then, maybe you’re just lucky.”
Robert snickers nervously. “Better to be a lucky, living Canadian than a dead American.” He
searches through the computerized visuals and biographies, “So am I the only one left?”
“We don’t think so, but we don’t know for certain.” The Minister swipes the screen in front
of Robert again and visuals of two women appear. “Nobody is certain about these two women. One
is named Mugavus Komfort, a neurotypical originally from Estonia and the other is a highfunctioning autistic named Pion Ashpourger. You know them, don’t you?”
“Yes, I know Mugavus Komfort and Pion. But, I haven’t communicated with either one of
them since Mugavus left the coalition’s Cyber Defense Group when the ceasefire was declared.”
Robert silently contemplates the visuals of the two women. Mugavus’ natural, yet
understated, beauty highlighted by her soft blue eyes still hypnotizes him and the way her mouth
turns up at each end in a perpetual smile still evokes him to involuntarily smile in response.
“Really? No communications?” Minister Wilson arches his eyebrow. He is skeptical. “I was
told that you and Komfort got quite close while you were with the Group. That you spent a lot of
time together…uh…bonding.”
Robert flushes warmly. “No. It wasn’t like that. I think we kind of…bonded…as you say
because we were the only non-Americans in the group. We didn’t really fit. We didn’t participate in
their required daily bible studies or join their evangelical prayer groups. So, the Americans became
suspicious of us. Then they excluded and avoided us and we just paired as a two person group of
outsiders. Everybody else was sort of…rah, rah. USA! USA! But Mugavus was not like that. In fact,
she became quite strongly anti-American after President Abaddon ordered his forty thousand troop
escalation and missile attacks that leveled more than half of her country. Most of her family died
during the war, she told me.”
“Interesting. I was told that you two were closer than that.”
“Friends. Nothing more,” Robert does not know what the Minister knows about his
relationship with Mugavus, but he certainly does not plan to provide him any additional details.
What happened or did not happen between Mugavus and him during the Nordic War is none of the
Minister’s business.
“Well, anyway, the information we have is that your friend Komfort…pardon me…Mugavus
is now a citizen of that corporation state called the Society Preserving Endangered Agriculture. At
least that is what US Society Security Intelligence is telling us,” Minister Wilson sneers derisively.
He possesses little respect for the US SS.
“And since Canada remains a member of the Coalition, US officials can require our
assistance. Your assistance actually. Anyway, as usual, the US SS is telling us…notice I did not say
asking us…that they need you…because they believe you two are friends…to travel to the capital of
that…uh…society country…SPEA…I think most people call it SPEA…and persuade your friend
Mugavus and that other woman…Pion, if she is still alive, to return and help them against the
Russians.”
“What? Why me?” Robert asks in disbelief. This is definitely not his type of gig.
As much as the opportunity to see Mugavus again interests him, doing it under these
circumstances alarms him. “Why don’t some of their military or Society Security goons go? Or why
don’t they just bring in some other cyberwarriors to fight the Russians? What is so special about
Mugavus and Pion? I don’t think they have been involved with cyber combat since the ceasefire.”
“Didn’t you just tell me about Komfort having anti-American sentiments? And obviously,
you don’t know very much about that SPEA country. If you did you’d know that place only exists

because it’s anti-American. Which, it seems, is also the situation with most of the remaining, capable
cyberwarriors. Most of the trained and competent cyberwarriors fled the US when President
Abaddon and his Righteous Rightists Republican wing implemented their strict, Christian-only,
Religious Freedom laws. And you already know the fate of the other members of the Cyber Defense
Group. They are gone. Dead.”
Minister Wilson lightly pats Robert’s shoulder, “So there you are Major. You have been
chosen to save our friends to our south. You lucky Canadian.”
“Yes sir. That’s great...uh…luck,” Robert grumbles. “I believe it was Hunter S. Thompson
who said, ‘Luck is a very thin wire between survival and disaster, and not many people can keep
their balance on it.’ So, I can only hope to be a well-balanced, as well as lucky, Canadian.”
“Now you would know better than me.” Minister Wilson continues, “but I understand that
this Pion woman that they want you to find is a cyber-fighting savant who US officials believe is
their best, and maybe only remaining chance to survive another cyberwar. Especially because she has
developed some cyber weapon called AIDAS that the US wants desperately. And I understand they
are also afraid that if you don’t get to them, the Russians will, and either turn them or kill them. The
Russians threatened to kill both of them during the Nordic War, I believe. So, I doubt that the
Russians have changed their plan to eliminate everyone they know they cannot beat. Also, US
officials are terrified that the Russians will get her AIDAS weapon before they do.”
Minister Wilson rubs his finger across the table-top computer screen and a man’s face
appears. “The US is sending this Society Security officer, or plans to anyway, with you. He is an SS
Deacon named Mack Evoil who will be joining you in Washington DC.”
“Wait. What? Why?” Robert flinches at the prospect of working with a religious fanatic of
the SS. “Why send me with some SS Deacon to an anti-American country to meet with antiAmerican women? If I have to go, then send me alone. Or send him alone. Don’t tie me to some rock
and then throw me overboard, sir.”
“Well Abaddon and his cronies don’t trust their own US military anymore.” Wilson smirks,
“In fact, I hear some units of the US military are mutinying and refusing to leave their bases. So,
they’re sending this SS Deacon. He’s your protection, according to US officials. They think the
Russians are still waiting to kill you.”
“And I have to agree, as much as I never like to agree with the US SS.” Wilson taps the side
of his head, “It only makes sense that Russia must kill Komfort and Pion and you…yes you…in
order to win a second Nordic War…and trust me, there will be a second war if you don’t save
Komfort and Pion. They are the only people the Russians fear.”
“But truth be told, I believe he’s going along to keep you…” Minister Wilson sneers and
points at Robert, “…you observing the Righteous Rightists’ party line.”
The Minister begins searching through a drawer in his desk, “Just because they need us
doesn’t mean they trust us, or you, especially. I have no doubt that everything you said and did at the
Cyber Defense Group was recorded and reported and stored in a dossier. When they say the U and S
mean Under Surveillance, they are not kidding. So get used to it. They are paranoid and scared. They
have spies and eyes everywhere.”
Robert stands and steps away from the table. Tall and spindly, he considers himself a thinker
- a cerebral soldier not a fighter. He avoids physical confrontations and appreciates the security and
sanity of Canada. Thinking about traveling into the US, with all of its poverty and bloody, class
warfare, causes him heart palpitations. He shudders at the thought of possibly becoming entrapped,
as the US collapses upon itself. In Robert’s opinion, the US is a violent, staggering state where the
poor are battling the poorer for subsistence. He considers it wise and best for his health to avoid the
US.
“I suppose I will be harder for the Russians to kill as a target on the move, but this is
definitely not what I signed up for. So do I have a choice?”
“No. Of course not. You wouldn’t be here if you had a choice. Besides, Major Goodfellow,
you’re a soldier. You should expect to put your life on the line for Canada.”
“Canada, yes. But, not the US. I’m a cyberwarrior not a killer. When I’m hacked, knocked
offline or deleted, I don’t expect it to be physical and permanent.”

Frustration contorting his face, Minister Wilson points toward a map of Canada. “I’m
disappointed in you Major. You are defending Canada. If the Russians eliminate Pion and Komfort,
they will be able to push what’s left of the Coalition’s forces into the Baltic Sea, and that includes
some of our Canadian troops. Once Russia overruns the Baltics there is nothing to stop them from
taking Finland, Sweden and Norway, should they want. Then they control the Arctic with its oil and
fish, and they’re just a few icy miles away from our northern borders.”
“I apologize, sir. But, aren’t you concerned that if the Russians don’t kill me then they are
using me to lead them directly to Komfort and Pion?”
“Yes, we are. That’s why we are doing the only thing that we can think to do in this situation.
We are hiding you in plain sight and in public. We don’t expect the Russians to attack you if you’re
surrounded by other civilians. And then we are funneling you directly into SPEA.”
From his desk, the Minister hands Robert a specially programmed and hack-protected, PCD.
“You’ll need this old personal communication device. Learn the information our Intelligence group
loaded into it. I know it’s an antique, but they are so paranoid in the US now that they are
confiscating hologlasses. They can’t see what you are seeing and that makes them very nervous. Do
you remember how to use one of these?”
“It may take me a minute. But, yeah, I think I can figure it out,” Robert exams the PCD. He
pushes an icon on its screen and the words Society Preserving Endangered Agriculture appears. The
Intel report begins by paraphrasing the Background passage from SPEA’s annual state of the State
report.
As Robert starts to shut it off, Wilson stops him, “Let it play. Let’s hear what they have to
say. We can both stand to learn a little more about where I’m sending you. That way, if you don’t
come back, I will at least know where to start looking for you...”
Wilson grins wickedly, “…or your body.”
Groaning at the Minister’s attempt at humor, Robert initiates the Intelligence report.
“The Society Preserving Endangered Agriculture, commonly referred to as SPEA, is an
independent and sovereign state of more than twenty thousand citizens. SPEA is located on a
twenty acre artificial island platform constructed upon columns anchored in the lagoon of the
submerged and abandoned Pacific island of Kiritimati in the former island‐chain nation of Kiribati.
“SPEA is recognized by the United Nations as an independent, member state under the
following international definitions: Entities that have a defined territory and a permanent
population, that are under the control of their own government, and that engage in, or have the
capacity to engage in, formal relations with other such entities. Sovereign states have three absolute
prerogatives: independence, equality and unanimity. Independence means a state is completely free to
organize any system of government, proclaim an official religion of its choice, and structure its economy
as it sees fit. No outside state has any right to interfere in these strictly internal matters. Equality means
every state is of equal rank with every other state. Unanimity means that no state is bound by the
majority decisions reached by groups of states. A state is bound only if it agrees to be bound. SPEA
operates in full accord with the three absolute prerogatives of sovereign states.
“The state of SPEA’s system of government is an Algorithmic governed Democracy, although
it is based upon a modified version of the corporate charter under which the Society Preserving
Endangered Agriculture was originally incorporated in the Commonwealth of Virginia of the United
States of America. SPEA’s founder and the current President is Dame Gutefrau. She was elected by a
vote of SPEA’s employees, who are simultaneously recognized as both stockholders and legal
citizens of the state. Each SPEA citizen‐employee owns one share and has one vote. The elected
Board of Directors serves a dual purpose as SPEA’s legislature and President’s cabinet. Other
standard corporate departments and divisions serve similar dual functions for the state of SPEA in a
modified matrix structure as follows: Legal is Justice; Marketing is Commerce; Human Resources is
Immigration; Finance is Treasury, Operations is State Department; and Security is Department of
Homeland Security. SPEA’s corporate culture created SPEA’s state culture.

SPEA’s Algorithmic governance, enabled by big data, is a pure expression of technocracy and
is celebrated as a path to an enhanced society. Its Algorithmic governance is a digital reimagining of
government centered on computerized processes unified to create a governing network. Fulfilling
SPEA’s needs as a corporate state, it supplants current governing systems with a computerized,
politician‐minimal alternative.”
“Ok, that’s enough. I get it. SPEA is an independent state built on a metal island in the
Pacific. You can listen to the rest of it later.” Minister Wilson motions for Robert to stop his PCD.
Robert shuts it off and slides it into his robe pocket.
Wilson fiddles with his desk computer. “So here is our simple plan. We are flying you to
D.C. on a commercial flight, so you don’t attract any extra attention. You need to act as if you’re on
a business trip. I imagine that won’t be too difficult for a businessman like you. Once you land, you
proceed to the SPEA embassy in DC. They know you are coming. At the embassy, you do whatever
their ambassador instructs you to do so you are allowed to meet with your friend Mugavus.
Hopefully, this savant cyberwarrior woman named Pion is with her. Then, somehow, you convince
them to fight another cyberwar for the US.”
Minister Wilson stops and thinks for a moment then adds, “Oh, and you need to move fast.
These assassinations and murders are old news now. Our Intelligence tells us the Russians are
beginning to reinforce and redeploy their military in the Baltics. Sounds to me like the Russians are
straining at that ceasefire like a snarling, snapping Pit Bull on a fragile leash. They are eager to
attack. This is a volcano that is about to erupt and destroy us all.”

Chapter 7
Society Preserving Endangered Agriculture
Robert’s Air Canada airplane climbs out of Ottawa’s Macdonald–Cartier International
Airport headed to Washington D.C. Below him, stuck on the tarmac, are three US commercial airline
airplanes and hundreds of angry, stranded passengers. All US commercial airlines are grounded this
morning. Their companies’ computers have been hacked. At midnight, when US airlines began
experiencing significant problems with their flight dispatch systems, the Federal Aviation
Administration quickly issued a ground stop, effectively grounding all US airlines and shutting down
air travel in, out and around America. His cramped Air Canada flight has the sky to itself.
Robert contorts in his window seat struggling to manufacture a little privacy space so he can
discretely view and listen to his antiquated PCD. It is time he learns some more about this state
called SPEA. Unfortunately, the obese, tattooed American woman overflowing her seat into his is a
snoop. She is making it extremely difficult for him to privately peruse the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service’s confidential reports. Wishing that he had been allowed to bring his
hologlasses, he twists away from her greasy, gooey, gluttonous globs of flesh again and attempts to
begin his review.
As soon as the words Society Preserving Endangered Agriculture appear, his corpulent
neighbor pokes him in his ribs and loudly announces in a nasal screech, “My pastor says them people
is evil atheists. Yep, Pastor Bush said he seen them burning crosses. You oughtn’t to be reading that.
You oughta be reading the writings of President Abaddon. He’s a pastor and man of God.”
Since his effort to ignore her failed, Robert decides to act as if he does not understand her by
responding to her in French. “Je ne vous comprend pas. Je ne parle pas anglais, vous truie obèses.”
Unfortunately, speaking French only seems to encourage her. “Oh, you’re one of them
foreigners. I shoulda knowed causa your color. We don’t see many foreigners in Platte. We used to
have a doctor from Pakistan that looked like you, but he weren’t Christian, so the local Posse
Comitatus runned him off. Now we don’t have no doctor in Platte. Missouri that is where I’m from.
I’m Pat from Platte Missouri. Where you from?”
Afraid that she will continue her pointless ramblings, if he answers, Robert remains silent and
squeezes himself as small as possible into the tiny part of his seat next to the airplane’s bulkhead,
farthest away from her, and turns the screen of his PCD away from her.
She continues to chatter, but now it is the unfortunate fellow on her other side who suffers. “I
don’t know how I’m gonna to get back to Platte, what with all them airplanes being grounded and
all. I just come up here to Canada for my cousin’s funeral. I don’t like Canada. I can’t wait to get
back to Missouri where we ain’t got no funny talking foreigners. Sides, I got to be back to work at
Wal-Mart tomorrow. I just pray to God. He’ll make it alright. President Abaddon, you know, he
made it a law to pray. He’s a preacher you know, a real believer and saint, and…”
Actually, Robert regards Abaddon as being far from a saint. A smarmy, fast-talking
televangelist and mega-church leader, Abaddon collected his fortune by pumping funds out of OIL –
Old, Infirm and Lame - believers. Abaddon is the OIL King. In his congressional district he achieved
cult status where worshippers such as Pat groveled before him and believed his every
pronouncement, no matter how insane. Now as President, the OIL continue their unquestioning
adulation of him while the rest of the remaining US population cowers in fear. Publicly criticizing
Abaddon has proven fatal.
Meanwhile, Pat babbles. Hearing Pat’s twang and cackling reminds Robert of the painful
beating he suffered from four rural regressives when he attended Coalition military training at Fort
Riley Kansas. While drinking beer in a nearby Junction City tavern, he learned that rural regressives,
as he labeled them, are Peter Pans or men who refuse to mentally mature and persist on living in their
invented Never-Ever-Was lands of a glorified, non-existent past.

Remembering his encounter in Junction City, Robert recalls a statement he read by
Montaigne. “Poverty of goods is easily cured; poverty of the mind is irreparable.” Self-deluding
malcontents, rural regressives loathe anybody and everybody who is successful. Gays, Jews, Blacks,
intelligent women, and, most especially, liberal scientists who propose that humans are causing, what
the regressives claimed is non-existent global warming, are all conspiring against them they believe.
As they explained to him, they know, with certainty, because they passed basic High School science,
and because some radical, right-wing-radio, blather-blabber told them so, that global warming is a
nefarious plot designed to steal their livelihoods.
Another lesson Robert recollects learning about rural regressives - never tell them the truth.
Foolishly, after he had guzzled too many beers to retain his common sense and had listened to one,
drunk man-child complain endlessly, Robert told him that he epitomized the masculinization of
poverty. Then, he exacerbated his problem by informing him that his girlfriend had deserted him
because he had no initiative, no education, no skills and no prospects.
Rural regressives do not enjoy being told that the women who discard them are smarter than
them or that they attended college; moved away; found jobs that paid twice as much as they will ever
earn; and forgot them. Robert realized too late that such realistic talk shrivels their penises, shrinks
their testes and compels them to buy larger and louder trucks they cannot afford, but most
importantly, enrages them.
Robert also remembers discovering that night that when you are inebriated and your lips are
flapping faster than your mind is thinking, asking rural regressives if the large FFA initialed on their
jackets means future failures of America infuriates them, as does asking them if their NRA patch
stands for naturally ridiculous asshole. And just because they are always all drinking together, do not
jokingly call them homosocials. They did not understand or appreciate his intoxicated humor. The
truth hurts, Robert discovered, but not as much as furious, farm boys’ fists.
Robert rubs his now healed, but previously fractured, jaw and wonders in his current sober
and clear headed condition if those four ne’er-do-wells are happy now. Abaddon has turned time
backward and returned the US to the world they craved –prejudiced, mediocre and moribund.
Laughed at losers before Abaddon took power, they are now in control. Semi-literate, semi-educated,
semi-employed, and forsaken by all wise women, they are now the decision makers. Returning to a
US under their domination continues to horrify him.
Robert shoves those musings out of his mind and accesses the SPEA report again. He
increases his earphone’s volume until it drowns out Pat’s endless ramblings. Although it is painful
and makes his ears ring, at least he does not hear her. After being tortured by fat Platte Pat’s prattle,
listening to the Canadian Security’s Intel report is a soothing relief as it briefly sketches SPEA’s
short history.
“Eight years ago, SPEA fled US religious persecution and prosecution and established itself as
an independent state. SPEA departed the US following Speaker of the House of Representatives,
Reverend Abaddon’s seizure of the US Presidency after President Clanton and Vice President Moore
were simultaneously assassinated.
“Although there was no evidence to support him, Abaddon claimed Muslim assassins from
ARTAS killed the President and Vice President. He then used the turmoil and confusion following the
assassinations to immediately implement martial law nationwide. To enforce his martial law, he
employed the Treason, Sedition and Subversive Activities laws to federally activate Posse Comitatus
groups and Christian militias. He established his Society Security or SS force by rolling the FBI,
Homeland Security, DEA and other national security agencies together under one director, his long‐
time friend Reverend Hale Himmler.
“Despite the fact that no assassins were identified or linked to ARTAS or any foreign group,
the SS, Posse Comitatus and militias initiated a nationwide religious and ethnic cleansing under
Abaddon’s Christian Identity Movement. Purges of suspected, less‐than‐loyal members were
conducted within the original agencies, as well. With Abaddon’s support and encouragement, the
SS, Posse Comitatus and militias implemented vigilante justice arresting, imprisoning or deporting

any suspected non‐Christians, all immigrants and alleged Liberals. Nobody was safe. Everybody was
suspect. Everybody was under surveillance.”
Robert vividly and painfully recalls those days of turmoil and terror in the US. He was
enjoying a well-deserved vacation in San Francisco when the US’ descent into pandemonium started.
Three days before he left San Francisco, US President Clanton was assassinated in Little Rock by a
laser shot from an aerodrone. Four minutes later, Vice President Moore was similarly assassinated in
Knoxville by a laser shot from a second aerodrone. With both assassinations, the Secret Service
agents had curiously separated themselves sufficient steps away from the President and Vice
President that they suffered no harm. Neither the President nor Vice President had been declared
officially dead when Speaker of the House of Representatives, Reverend Abaddon had himself sworn
in as US President under the Constitution’s presidential line of succession. Immediately after his
swearing in was completed, Abaddon named Chennai his Vice President and in the same statement
declared the US under martial law.
Under martial law and for his own safety as a foreigner from Canada, Robert was confined to
his hotel and incommunicado for three days. Three long days of not knowing what was actually
occurring outside of his hotel and San Francisco. He and his fellow sequestered guests heard only
rumors or propaganda. With the rumors arising from the propaganda and conspiracy theories pumped
at them twenty-four hours a day by Abaddon’s long-time, sycophantic mouthpiece – Fox Cable
News or False Cable News or Faux Cable News as it quickly became known among those trapped in
the hotel. All of the other news providers had been silenced by Abaddon under his martial law
declaration. He also attempted, but failed, to block the Internet and social media. He could not
control what he did not understand.
Abaddon shut down all other information sources immediately after a reporter working for an
objective news network imprudently asked the question, ‘Since the Righteous Rightists could never
win the US Presidency through free and honest elections, did they steal it through assassination?’
Faux Cable News reported that the foolishly brave reporter had been arrested and charged with
inciting insurrection. One day later, Faux Cable News reported that the arrested reporter had
committed suicide in her cell. To everyone, but Abaddon’s cronies, all of the events were extremely
suspicious, beginning with the twin assassinations.
International news organizations declared Abaddon as the man who murdered himself into
the White House. Within days, Abaddon’s Society Security forces had chased most of the
international journalists out. A few, too-slow, foreign journalists were jailed. Robert has heard that
an unfortunate few of them remained imprisoned.
Locating the extremely rare kernel of truth, buried deep within the obsequious Faux Cable
News quickly became a drinking game for the bored hotel guests. Gathered in the hotel bar, the
quests compared Faux News reports with truthful reports from social media. For every obvious Faux
News lie or misrepresentation of facts, hotel guests drank a shot. Trying as hard as he could, he never
located any facts or truths in any of Faux’s news, so he drank a lot. After two days, all of the hotel
guests declared that Faux never provided any facts or truth. But by then, they had found laughing at
Faux news’ ridiculous claims and simply drinking a far too enjoyable way to waste time. Then the
hotel bar ran out of alcoholic beverages and the fun ended. And as any true Canadian will tell you,
when the alcohol is gone it is time to go.
Only because he was a Canadian military officer was he finally allowed to leave the
protection of the city for home. But, San Francisco authorities strongly warned him against traveling
alone or leaving the main highways in rural America. “They’ve gone crazy in the country!
Abaddon’s backwoods bubbas are armed, dangerous and have seized control.”
A fellow Canadian, a Jewish psychotherapist also locked in the hotel, refused to leave until
he could fly directly from San Francisco to Israel. He called Robert crazy when he suggested that
they return to Canada together. “I know the fools that are out there. I’ve researched these groups for
the past decade. You don’t know who you’re dealing with. You cannot reason with these people.
Their belief in a highly combustible mix of extreme religious, social, and political views makes them
extremely dangerous and incorrigible.”

He continued to caution Robert, as he packed. “If you were Jewish, you’d realize the biblical
significance of Abaddon seizing the Presidency and turning his science deniers, Righteous Rightists
and other confederates loose to torture and brutalize the US. In Hebrew, the name Abaddon means
place of destruction or the Destroyer and according to Revelations is the name of the angel of the
Abyss. Now, in Revelations, when Abaddon blows his trumpet, the Abyss, which is described as a
great smoking pit, will open, and a horde of demonic locusts will rise out of it. These creatures will
be given the power to torture any person who does not bear God’s seal and the pain they inflict will
be so intense that sufferers will wish to die. So as the ruler of the Abyss, Abaddon is the king of
these demonic locusts or in our case, President of the science deniers, Righteous Rightists and other
radical-right, evangelical buffoons.”
As Robert hauled his bags to his rented driverless car, the psychotherapist followed and
continued lecturing him. “Small towns spawn small minds. They’re uneducated, ignorant,
unemployed rural rubes who finally have some power, after years of being laughed at as the village
idiot and dismissed. They are feckless failures and brainless bullies. And those are just the leaders.
Worker bees in the movement tend to be much lower-educated. Abaddon is galvanizing militia
members who truly think apocalypse is at hand. They see themselves as moving into a heroic
domain, a higher purpose. So, I’m staying right here until I immigrate to Israel. I’ve no desire to die
in a ditch or nailed to some Christian Militia’s cross.”
Unfortunately, although concerned, Robert had no choice at that time. All non-military
airplanes were grounded, forcing him to traverse the three thousand miles between San Francisco
and Canada by highway. It was a harrowing, horrifying six day ride. Remembering his earlier
experiences with rural regressives in Kansas, he only traveled during the day and never left the main
highway. But, despite his best efforts, he was still swallowed up in the Christian Militia and Posse
Comitatus violence in rural areas of Nebraska and Iowa. Hate strangled the heartland.
Just outside of Grand Island, Nebraska, a local Christian Militia harassed him at their hastily
erected check point on Interstate 80. Six morbidly obese, white men with Confederate battle flags
sewn onto their shirts next to a cross forced Robert to exit his car. His new, driverless, electric car
enflamed their hate for the robots and the computers replacing them. With hammers and boards, they
unleashed their angry abuse on the rental car, denting and scratching it. Later, they laughed as they
repeatedly slammed him against his now battered vehicle.
Because he is mulatto, the Militia accused him of being a rag-head Arab. With breath
stinking so strongly of beer, cigarettes and pyorrhea that it made Robert’s eyes water, they screamed
and spit racial insults into his face. They rifled through his luggage and car tossing his clothes onto
the pavement, and stepping on them while they searched. Looking for guns and drugs, they claimed,
which Robert considered quite ironic. To him, it seemed that all of the guns in the US were in the
hands of the militias and Conservative crazies and not with people like him. Finally, after an hour of
abuse and battering, Robert was allowed to proceed. But, the militiamen only allowed him to reload
the car and progress after he promised them he would leave America and not return. Ignoring the
disappearance of the five hundred dollars inside his Canadian passport also helped facilitate his
escape.
East of Iowa City near the town of West Branch, Robert encountered the local Posse
Comitatus vigorously enforcing President Abaddon’s edicts. His car was forced to stop by the side of
highway by a dilapidated pick-up truck carrying four armed men in its truck bed. This time, the
Posse Comitatus was not after him. They were clearing the highway so a convoy, which another
battered pick-up truck was leading, could pass. Robert watched packed car after packed car pass. He
noticed that all of the people riding in the cars appeared to be Asian or African. He also noticed that
there were University of Iowa bumper stickers or University of Iowa parking stickers on the majority
of the cars. Sadly, he concluded that even the University’s staff had not escaped Abaddon’s pogrom.
Although still squashed into a corner of his airline seat, a tremendous feeling of relief and
exhilaration rushes through Robert as he recalls the moment when he finally passed through Point
Edward into Canada. He remembers how, as he crossed the border into Canada, he had promised
himself to never venture outside of the major cities of the US again, if ever he was foolish enough to
enter the US again. But now, after eight additional years under Abaddon, the country has come to the

cities. He understands that America’s major cities are overrun by rural refugees attempting to escape
the rampant crime and collapse of civil services in the countryside. Overrun by thousands of the
poor, unskilled and unemployable, even Washington D.C. has grown very unfriendly to foreigners –
Canadians included.
With increasing trepidation about re-entering the US, Robert returns his attention to the Intel
report where he paused it.
“…Abaddon also employed the Treason, Sedition and Subversive Activities laws to oust all
Democratic Senators and Congressmen and any Republican Senators and Congressmen who were
not members of his Righteous Rightists Republican wing. In a special election, conducted under
especially restrictive voter qualification laws, members of the Righteous Rightists wing secured
complete control of the US Congress. Four months after the suspect assassinations, Abaddon
secured dictatorial control of the US.”
“Having total control of the US government, Abaddon broadened his Treason, Sedition and
Subversive Activities laws to include US companies and corporations. His American Christians First
hiring laws specifically prohibited employing immigrants, non‐Christians, homosexuals, unwed
mothers, handicapped, etc. The list lengthened and changed each day, as he added new groups he
considered enemies of his brand of Christianity. Corporation officers were given ninety days to
comply with his hiring laws. If they did not comply within ninety days, all corporation officials would
be arrested, corporation funds would be confiscated and all corporation property would be
expropriated.”
“Historians are identifying Abaddon’s ninety day exodus order as the spark that ignited the
quest for liberation from centuries‐old, obsolete, Westphalian, land‐nations by an increasing
number of newborn Corporate Cyberstates. Others are proclaiming Abaddon’s order as the start of
today’s Economic conflict pitting religion‐politique ruled nations against independent secular
corporate states. Abaddon has simply declared it a war between Christianity and Secular Humanism
and he has vowed to take no prisoners.
“Ignorance evicted intelligence,” Robert cringes. He dreads returning to President Abaddon,
the destroyer, and his demonic locusts’ treacherous, post-apocalyptic world of intolerance, idiocy
and hate. The theocratic Christian dictatorship sought by America’s Evangelists for decades is now
the law of the land of the no longer free. And it is Hell.
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